HYDRO-KINETIC®

The **advanced wastewater treatment technology** you need for a **safe, sanitary** environment

norweco®

Engineering the future of water and wastewater treatment
Our mission is to develop new wastewater treatment solutions by employing advanced engineering knowledge and practices. The literature inside this folder describes the Singulair System in an attempt to broaden your understanding of Norweco’s emerging technologies and to facilitate early adaption of our advanced technology solutions.

Everyone working with Norweco in our factory, our offices and in the field shares six key values: Innovation; Teamwork; Integrity; Excellence; Efficiency and Customer Focus. No other wastewater treatment solutions provider is so deeply involved in engineering better ways to protect their customers. Our impressive list of installations includes the Army Corps of Engineers, FHA, the Department of Energy, many Fortune 500 corporations, the Atomic Energy Commission, Department of Defense, U.S. Department of Natural Resources and USEPA funded projects.
Our employees regularly participate in nationally accredited educational and regulatory programs, insuring that our designs, equipment and manufacturing processes stay on the cutting edge of environmental technology.

With our talented team of innovative engineers, scientists and distributors, we maintain the critical skills necessary to develop the treatment solutions you need. We’ve earned our reputation for working closely with our customers since 1906 by consistently delivering solutions that result in highly reliable products and systems. Our customers, distributors, dealers, contractors and health officials have commended us for our attention to detail. We understand the unique needs and regulatory environments of a wastewater treatment industry that is becoming so highly technical and complex. Norweco is recognized everywhere as providing today’s answer for the protection of tomorrow’s environment.

You have known us for providing progress through service since 1906. Compare Norweco with our competitors today. You will see that Norweco is best equipped to engineer the future of water and wastewater treatment.